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 The government is responsible in a way to protect the people, or rather to allow the people a course 
to protect themselves from abuse. When that person is a minor then yes there is an implied duty of 
care to take that role. 
I don’t think compulsory legislation breaking the seal of confession is the best way to do this. 
About me – thanks for allowing me to contribute 
I am an observing Catholic. I try my best to do the right thing and at 58 am still learning what it means 
and how to do that – what Gods wants from me, etc.  
I married late and have high school children and am horrified as to how poorly the perth archdiocese 
handles omissions and errors in its oversight in integrity in the service of the church – especially in the 
paid area of the schools it has a clear responsibility to oversee. Shocking! 
I am Not happy with the way the Church has handled itself with the child abuse situation (RC etc) or 
what I see as much pretence in doing what is right!  
I have worked in resource industries upstream and downstream in many countries, as consultant and 
supervisory roles and value integrity and honourability – A maxim I consider would be to respect 
people who “say what they do and do what they say”. And, I would like to think that I would like to help 
people to be able to help themselves when the chips are down. I don’t like to see people being picked 
on – especially when it is by people who have enough and should know better. I like to think we can 
give all people a fair go. Enough of me. 
 On to the submission. 
There is a strong concern that so far consultation has been slight and mistargeted forgetting the 
involved stakeholders and the wider implications that the client councillor confidentiality is to be 
shattered detrimentally. 
It is understood that when approaching the confessional that this service or process is confidential, 
not to protect or cover abuse – but to ensure that the participant is respected to use his free will to 
progress what burdens them – be it guilt shame or hurt, - to correct, heal, overcome -whatever it was 
they brought to the confessional. 
If it becomes understood that the confessional will not be confidential then a) The perpetrator will 
likely not attend or b) the abused will likely not attend – if they can not trust the priest to keep 
confidential what they want to progress. 
This will then prevent the positives this service provides to both the abuser – who may be guided to 
realise their fault and responsibility to act – or the abused to understand that the burden is not their 
fault and they have a recourse to justice (– on their terms.) 
I agree that there is ways to open up opportunities for progressing consolation and correction of 
abuse that can piggyback opportunities alongside this service, by providing information of referral 
services and support networks – but to be successful it must be at the pace and timing of the victim or 
vulnerable. To force them into a mandatory process may trigger regression or further damage the 
victim or vulnerable person. Just ask the appropriate health professionals. 
The ability to approach the confessional or counselling as anonymous is key to the start of the healing 
or redress.  This is the same Key nature to those similar associated professions identified by the royal 
commission (such as psychologists, psychiatrists, paid councillors, lawyers and doctors). The 
recommendations of the royal commission mention these but that appears to have been overlooked – 
maybe because confidentially is seen in these professions as important – it is equally important in the 
confessional – and should be respected the same. 
Targeting only clergy and the seal of confession is futile and flawed when you ignore the other 
representative areas and professions such as psychologists, psychiatrists, paid councillors lawyers 
and doctors are not similarly represented. If there is clear evidence that there are huge gains of 
protection to be afforded the abused by forcing confidentiality to be overturned then logic should 
dictate that all professions should have the same requirement and also be considered in this kind of 
legislation. If that method is to be considered reasonable and effective to positive to protect abused, 
and correct abusers. (RC recommendation 12.26 has not been adequately explored) 
It appears that consultation on this issue has been flawed in it being restricted and not effectively 
representing key stakeholders or those understanding the use the confessional.   
While it is not expected or likely that paedophiles will seek the confessional, if they do the 
confessional presents an opportunity to reform and correct abusive behaviour. It is a requirement for a 



good confession to be remorseful and this is to be encouraged if explored in the course of confession. 
This can and likely will lead to discovery of understanding of wrongdoing and hence promote 
correction and restitution – all positives able to be promoted should the course allow. 
Targeting only the confessional would directly affect the practice of religion for those who accept the 
confessional as a fundamental sacrament of their faith. Interfering with this appears to attack the 
faithful who use the confessional well not those who abuse kids. SO this is offensive to the freedom of 
religion and those people. 
It the real intent is to admonish the church for its role in the coverup of abuse in the past. This is not 
the way. I am extremely heartbroken as to the betrayal of trust care and concern displayed by the 
coverup tactics – which in my opinion as still very much in play. From my personal opinion, I would 
like to see many clergy get a “swift kick up the proverbial” here and today, as to the continued support 
and coverup of wrongdoing I am personally aware of. I am frustrated and being abused by LACK of 
INTEGRITY in the service of the CHURCH and have formed the considered opinion that an 
ombudsman type role or integrity support office is desperately required. That could respond and 
advocate to people who have no where else to turn when they report issues or concerns with paid or 
unpaid service from the Archdiocese. Currently, a false subsidiarity principle is commonly used when 
a person is unsatisfied with the action or makes a formal complaint- they are only referred back to the 
level they complained about – for processing with out any integrity or compliance oversight. I know it 
sounds ridiculous – but I have clear documentation to substantiate my concerns. Please, help us 
plebs in the pews, please empower us to have an integrity ombudsman type office in the archdiocese, 
that when we feel something is wrong or off – will listen and ensure, especially If it is a legitimate 
complaint – that the policies, guidelines and processes in place are followed with the required 
integrity, and the responsible line manager is held responsible to ensure the errors or oversight is 
corrected. This, in my opinion will have the greatest support of the vunerable and abused in the 
service of the Church. I’m trying to promote this as best I can. The hierarchy is resistant, but I am 
open to advice and support. Please help me. An independent ombudsman role or office supporting 
integrity in the service of the people.  
Executive summary. 
• On the wrong track targeting the confessional seal. Legislating religious persecution is 
unlikely to help the abused or vulnerable. 
• Correct the lack of quality consultation by involving key stakeholders. 
• Revisit all professional confidentialities, don’t just target the only place some people have to 
go to private spiritual direction and sacramental healing via sacramental processes (belief system 
requirement) 
• If you want to punish the guilty in the church – there are other ways – such as making 
available and independent integrity ombudsman to the abused and vunerable. Empower the pew-
warmers! 
Thank you for your time. 
Note – as this is my input and I want to progress this integrity office as best I can – I want to be able 
to use some or all of this - I feel that I can as what I am saying is true and I can back up what I say. 
If you know someone who can help guide me as to progressing an integrity ombudsman type role to 
empower Catholics with issues and concerns to be listened to and not dismissed -as happens know 
please contact me Appreciate any help. Would greatly appreciate any 
leads. Ta 
 
sincerely,  
 

 




